BAREKNUCKLE - OLIVE BLACKWASH™
7777OLBW
a KERSHAW ORIGINALS design

Olive-and-black and made-in-the-USA, this Bareknuckle is based on the original ZT 0777 award-winner, but with a slimmed profile and upgraded materials. The blade is Sandvik 14C28N high-performance steel with our handsome BlackWash finish. The handle is aluminum, anodized in deep olive. A Sub-Frame Lock keeps the weight light and makes the Bareknuckle easy to carry. The blade opens easily with Kershaw’s KVT ball-bearing system and a flipper. The deep-carry pocketclip is left/ right reversible.

OVERALL
8.2 in. (20.7 cm)

BLADE
3.5 in. (8.9 cm)

OPENING
KVT ball-bearing opening with flipper

LOCK
Sub-Frame lock

HANDLE
6061-T6 aluminum, olive anodized

POCKETCLIP
Deep-carry, reversible (right/left, tip-up)

WEIGHT
3.4 oz. (96.4 g)

STEEL
14C28N, BlackWash™ finish

CLOSED
4.7 in. (11.8 cm)

BOX 087171053707 UPC
MSRP $129.99

ANNOUNCED: Q2 2019